
Bodyguard 231 

Chapter 231 – What To Do 

Tang Yins clothes were still intact, and she was the only one in the room. Lin Yi didnt know where 

Ruoming was, or why he hadnt done anything yet, but that didnt really concern him. He jumped into the 

room. 

He lifted Tang Yin off the ground and checked her breathing, finding it to be a bit ragged Lin Yi 

frowned. Could it be..? 

He was about to check on her condition more thoroughly when he heard a voice from the corridor. Fuck, 

two pills and still nothing? Do I have to take one more? Wonder if its working for Tang Yin Itll be pretty 

bad if I cant keep up with her later 

As expected, this dude had fed Tang Yin something 

With Tang Yin in his arms, Lin Yi leapt out the window and back onto the ground. He looked at Pinliang, 

an evil smile forming on his lips. 

He put Tang Yin in Heibaos van before pulling Pinliang by the shirt, jumping back into the room and 

throwing him onto the ground, setting him into the posture and position Tang Yin had been in earlier 

With that done, Lin Yi leapt out the window again, landing beside Heibao. 

He thought about it for a bit before throwing Heibao in the back. Worried, he pressed on a few of 

Heibaos acupuncture points just in case- the guy shouldnt be waking up for another two or three hours. 

Lin Yi then got in the vans driver seat and drove to somewhere quiet to check on Tang Yin. 

If his guess was right, the girl should be under some sort of strong aphrodisiac. 

The van hadnt gotten far when Tang Yin started moving about. Hot Its so hot 

Was Tang Yin awake? Lin Yi glanced at the girl next to him in the co-driver seat, half-awake as she 

fidgeted and wriggled, as if in pain 

Tang Yin? Lin Yi tested. 

Yeah..? …Hot So hot Tang Yin mumbled subconsciously as her body continued fidgeting on its own 

accord. Its so hot Ahh 

Lin Yi sighed, and decided to park the van in an alley- Tang YIn had regained some consciousness 

already. 

As good as Lin Yi was, there wasnt much he could do right now Hed never done any research on how to 

deal with drugs like this, since his warmates had all been boys- there was no possibility of them getting 

drugged the way Tang Yin was. 

It was evidently too late to check for details now. Lin Yi scratched his head as he looked at Tang Yins 

flushed cheeks. He swallowed. Come on, dont tempt me 

Hottt. The pills seemed to be taking effect, and Tang Yin started pulling at her clothes 



Lin Yi jumped back, startled. Hey, whatre you trying to do? 

Its so hot Help me Tang Yin said, not hearing Lin Yis question and even telling him to help her. Her hands 

werent doing too well with the buttons, and Tang Yin went and pulled at them, ripping her school 

uniform open and exposing the camisole she was wearing 

Lin Yi was quite surprised at how strong Tang Yin was, but there were more pressing matters at hand 

that he had just suppressed 

Lin Yi was no proper gentleman or anything, but taking advantage of Tang Yin like this wasnt in his best 

interests, and not something he wanted to be doing Knowing Tang Yin, she probably wouldnt blame him 

afterwards, but shed most likely ignore him for the rest of their lives. 

Lin Yi was trying to figure things out when Tang Yin sat up and pounced on Lin Yi. 

Calm down, Tang Yin!!! Lin Yi decided at that moment that the hospital was the place to go- hed been 

concerned that it wouldnt look good for a girl to go to the hospital for this kind of thing, but there wasnt 

much of a choice left. 

Hug me Its so hot, please Tang Yin looked into Lin Yis eyes dazedly as she started pulling at Lin Yis 

clothes. 

Fuck! Lin Yi cursed as she pushed Tang Yin aside- things werent going to end well at this rate. Hey, Elder 

Jiao! You there?! 

Im always by your side, no matter how far Elder Jiao said. 

…… Lin Yi was speechless. You singing Legends? 

Legends? Whats that? 

Nevermind Lin Yi didnt have time for this. Elder Jiao, shes been drugged- do you have ideas? 

Ideas Lets see Elder Jiao started thinking. A long time ago my grand sifu dealt with a similar problem 

Now what did he do (Ill just use grand sifu to replace mentors mentor cant seem to find a proper 

translation) 

Lin Yi was in trouble, but the guyd said he had an idea, and he didnt want to rush him. Meanwhile, Tang 

Yin was kissing, hugging, and also pulling his shirt open 

Oh, I remember… Wait, it wont work, youre in a different discipline. Elder Jiao said suddenly. 

……No other way? Lin Yi didnt know what to say. 

There is another way, use the art youre training in. Press on some of her acupuncture points and speak 

the words- your energy will flow into her to disperse the effects. Elder Jiao said. I think I told you this 

before, that energy inside you solves almost everything. You just forgot 

How was I supposed to know that even this is included? Lin Yi said with a bitter smile. Elder Jiao, hurry 

and tell me what to do, I cant take this anymore- Im losing control. 



Elder Jiao gave Lin Yi the acupuncture points, and he started sending his energy into Tang Yins body, 

which started steaming a while later. 

Half an hour later Tang Yin had returned to normal as she laid in her seat, unconscious. 

Fuu Lin Yi exhaled. Didnt think itd take this much energy to remove the poison. 

Lin Yi hadnt expected to use up half his energy just to dispel the effects- he started to feel fatigued. 

Your levels too low. Elder Jiao said coldly. It doesnt take anything for my grand sifu to do it. 

Lin Yi rolled his eyes at the comment, not paying him any heed. Elder Jiao himself was already an 

otherworldly master- what was he doing, pulling his grand sifu out to compare him with all the time? 

What was wrong with him? 

He looked at Tang Yin- shed ripped her camisole a bit, and her bra was coming out WIth a gulp, Lin Yi 

picked her tattered uniform up and covered her up. 

Chapter 232 – First Time Seeing Her Like This 

Lin Yi sighed- hed missed the opportunity. 

Although, there wasnt any regret at all- Stuff like this was best when it was consensual, after all. 

Doing it with a drugged and half-conscious partner took the meaning out of the whole thing. Lin Yi could 

tell himself all he wanted that it was Tang Yin whod jumped on him, but hed just be fooling himself. 

Pulling his phone out, Lin Yi dialed up Song Lingshans number. 

Lingshan picked up not long after. Hello, LIn Yi? What do you need, Im in the middle of a meeting 

Meeting? This late? Lin Yi blinked. Hed planned to have her come take Heibao back- there wasnt much 

Lin Yi could at this point. 

Its cause of that Heibao! The mans really dangerous, leaving him running rampant in society will have 

massive repercussions! Hes like a tumor we need to remove as soon as possible. Lingshan said. Ah, right- 

what did you need? Ill get back to the meeting first if its nothing important. 

Oh. Well you dont need to go back anymore- disperse the meeting. Lin Yi said. 

What? What do you mean? Whatre you talking about, Lin Yi? Lingshan asked after a pause, not quite 

sure what Lin Yi was talking about. 

Heibaos here. Ill get him to you. Lin Yi said. 

Heibao? There? Youve spotted him? You havent confronted him, have you?? Wait there and keep an 

eye on him, Ill dispatch a team over right away! Linshan warned, glad that Heibao had been found. 

No need to rush, I pretty much disabled him. Hes in the back of my car. Lin Yi said. 

Disabled? Lingshan asked a little doubtfully. Isnt he a golden class end phase peak? How is he disabled? 



It wasnt an impossibility- Lingshan acknowledged Lin Yis strength. After all, the guy had been hired as a 

bodyguard for Chu Mengyao- he had to be pretty skilled. Yet just being pretty skilled wasnt quite 

enough to be dealing with a golden class end phase peak 

I dunno. Maybe he got weaker. Lin Yi said, not intending to say too much to Lingshan- he still wanted to 

keep a low profile. 

Got weaker? Lingshan opened her mouth, but didnt say anything. Lin Yi had a point- Heibao had raised 

his skills all the way up to end phase peak in one go; it was pretty feasible for him to have lost the 

power–up and dropped to his initial skill level. Where are you? Ill go there right now. 

Lemme see Im near Little Songs convenience store, in an alley nearby. Lin Yi said after looking around. 

Little Songs convenience store? Lingshan frowned, evidently not very familiar with small store brands 

like that. 

A coworker spoke up. Little Songs convenience store- I know the place, its right below my third auntys 

home 

With that, Lingshan turned back to Lin Yi. Alright, you wait there then. Ill be right there. 

Come alone, and hurry up! I still have other stuff to do. Lin Yi said before hanging the phone up. He 

turned around and met with Tang Yins eyes, staring right at him! What the! Since when..? Uh Youre 

awake? 

Yeah Tang Yin said, a bit embarrassed as she avoided Lin Yis gaze, lowering her head. Shed been pretty 

conscious earlier on, and had been directly watching as Lin Yi removed the stuff inside her body, only 

napping a bit from the fatigue. 

She only watched as Lin Yi spoke on the phone after waking up, waiting for him to finish without 

interrupting. She wasnt expecting him to turn his head in her direction right after hanging up, and she 

couldnt help but panic, her face red as she remembered what had just taken place. 

Ruomings pills were newly developed- they made anyone who took the pills have a strong, lustful 

longing, but they didnt take the consciousness away from them. 

As a result, Tang Yin remembered every detail of what shed said and done to both herself and Lin Yi. Just 

thinking about it was too much for her, and she couldnt look Lin Yi in the eyes anymore. She wanted to 

crawl into a hole. 

Ah Lin Yi smiled. How do you feel? Does it still hurt anywhere? 

It didnt seem like Lin Yi had any intentions of laughing at her, or even bringing up what had happened 

He was actually being quite considerate and caring. With that in mind, Tang Yin calmed down a little and 

nodded in response. 

Thanks Tang Yin said softly, not sure how else to express her current emotions. She was shy, grateful, 

and a little troubled. 

Lin Yi didnt even want her after shed thrown herself on the guy What the hell? 



Wasnt the guy after her? Whyd he let an opportunity like that just slip away? 

Could he really be different from people like Zou Ruoming, who only lusted after her body? 

Or was her appeal not strong enough for him? 

Dont mention it. Lin Yi smiled. Wait for a bit, okay? Ill get you home later. 

Kay Tang Yin responded, not asking what they were waiting for- from what shed heard from the call, Lin 

Yi should be waiting for someone. 

With that, the car fell into silence. Neither Lin Yi or Tang Yin spoke. 

Lin Yi Tang Yin curled her lips as she mustered her courage to clear her confusion. Whyd you stop me 

earlier? 

Hm? Lin Yi blinked. Whyd he stop her? Was Tang Yin actually asking him this? Could she perhaps have 

wanted him to accept her affections? 

I I mean, I thought you liked me? If you hadnt stopped me wed wed be in that kind of relationship 

already, and Id be your girlfriend Tang Yin explained as she fumbled her words together. 

Ah Lin Yi reached his hand out and put it on Tang Yins head. Youre messing up the order. 

Tang Yin tensed up as Lin Yi reached his hand out, but didnt move away when he started touching her 

head. Whaa..? 

We need to be a couple first before we do that kind of stuff, right? Lin Yi said with a smile. I have 

principles you know. 

Oh Tang Yin nodded softly before touching Lin Yis hand. Come on, stop patting me, Im gonna blame you 

if I stop getting taller 

A surge of emotions flared up as Tang Yin spoke- had she misunderstood Lin Yi for all this time? 

Ha Lin Yi smiled- this was his first time seeing Tang Yin like this It was a commemorable day. 

Youre tall enough already- no ones gonna want you if you get any taller. Lin Yi teased. 

Id still have you right? Tang Yin didnt know where those daring words came from, but she lowered her 

head even further. She couldnt look at Lin Yi anymore. 

Lin Yi pulled his hand back as he wondered if this counted as Tang Yin accepting him. He rubbed at his 

temple, a little grateful towards that disabled shit at the back of the car… 

Chapter 233 – Getting Closer 

The wail of a police siren sounded in the far distance, and Lin Yi could see red and blue lights heading 

their way. It should be Song Lingshan and her men. 

You wait in the car, Ill be back soon. Lin Yi said to Tang Yin. 

Kay. Tang Yin said, complying nicely. 



Lin Yi went to the back of the van and dragged Heibao out with him. 

Lingshan had come in a big police vehicle, unlike the SUV shed been driving last time. It was evidently a 

car for containing criminals. 

Spotting Lin Yi right away, Lingshan parked in front of him. 

Lin Yi had mentioned that hed disabled Heibao, but seeing the criminal in Lin Yis hand put a surprised O 

on her lips. 

You came alone, right? Lin Yi said after one look inside the car, relaxing himself after seeing that no one 

else was there. Lingshan knew some things about him, and Lin Yi didnt want any more people knowing 

about him than necessary. 

You caught him just like that? Lingshan nodded as she got out the car, still surprised at Lin Yi just 

manhandling Heibao like that. 

How else? Lin Yi threw Heibao on the ground. Alright, there you go. Im going then. 

With that, Lin Yi started making his way back to the van. 

Wait, you still need to come with me for a testimony Lingshan called out. 

Make one up yourself. Lin Yi said without even turning back. Im giving you all the credit, just say you 

caught him yourself. Ive got nothing to do with this! 

You Lingshan was irritated, but the credit 

She was aware of how much of a feat capturing Heibao was- with this and the robbers from last time, 

she now had two big contributions under her belt, and her reputation at the police department was at 

its best. It was a fine opening for her upcoming promotions. 

You want me to continue helping you, dont you? Stop talking so much. Lin Yi said as he got back in the 

van, driving away without paying more attention to Lingshan. 

Lingshan stomped her feet on the ground in irritation before pulling Heibao off the ground and into her 

car, driving off in the opposite direction from Lin Yi 

Ah, right, howd they get you here? Wheres Kang Xiaobo? Lin Yi said, remembering Heibaos kidnapping 

of her. 

Kang Xiaobo I dont know I walked out the school with him, and he said were taking a taxi to the hospital, 

then he got in the taxi Tang Yin said. I dont know what happened after that, and when I woke up I was I 

Tang Yin started lowering her head again. 

Lin Yi frowned, pulling out his phone to give Xiaobo a call. 

It was quite a while before Xiaobo picked up, his voice hazy. ..Hm? Hello? Who is this? 

Xiaobo? Its me, where are you? Lin Yi calmed down- Xiaobo seemed to have just woken up. It seemed 

that Heibao was only after him, and not Tang Yin or Xiaobo. He wouldnt have left him his phone if hed 

been one of his targets. 



I Huh? Where am I? How come Im sleeping in the middle of the street? Xiaobo jumped up suddenly. 

Shit, boss! Tang Yin, Tang Yins gone! Boss, I lost Tang Yin 

Its fine, Tang Yins fine. Shes with me right now. Where are you? Want me to come get you? Lin Yi asked. 

Im at I dont know where this is, its a small street. Wait a sec, lemme get on a main road Xiaobo 

mumbled as he walked around. I was in a taxi with Tang Yin, we were headed to the hospital, and I think 

I fell asleep Or something. I just woke up. 

…… Lin Yi didnt know what to say. Okay then. You get on a taxi and go home first, well talk about this 

tomorrow. 

Alright, Im still a bit confused, but Tang Yins okay, right? Ill see you tomorrow. Xiaobo said, still half-

awake. 

Lin Yi hung the phone up, a bitter smile on his lips as he looked at Tang Yin. You guys got drugged to 

sleep, probably. Xiaobo was tossed on some roadside and you were brought here. 

Who Tang Yin wasnt sure whod been responsible for this, going as far as to drug her with that type of 

drug Just thinking about it scared her- what would have happened to her today if Lin Yi hadnt showed 

up? 

It was Zou Ruoming. Lin Yi said. Ill leave that guy alone for now. 

Lingshan should probably learn something from Heibao during interrogation, and Lin Yi couldnt just kill 

Ruoming off Not yet, at least. He could kill him anytime he wanted to after everything blew over. 

Zou Ruoming Tang Yin repeated the name blankly before lowering her head and started crying 

Tang Tang Yin, whats wrong? Lin Yi jumped at the abruptness of Tang Yins tears- there was no warning 

at all! 

 

Its nothing Its not you I just wanna cry, thats all Tang Yin said, choking a bit. Why do they keep bullying 

me? Why? Because Im poor? Why 

Lin Yi sighed softly as she listened to Tang Yin speak- these feelings mustve been building up for a long 

time, finally released under the night sky tonight. 

It was the same for her family as well- both Mrs. Tang and Tang Yin were even bullied at their barbeque 

stand And that wasnt even the worst of it. 

Why did Zou Ruoming go after Tang Yin, without so much as laying a hand on Chu Mengyao or Chen 

Yushu? Because he knew that bullying Tang Yin held no consequences- bullying either Chu Mengyao or 

Chen Yushu, however 

It wont happen again Lin Yi said, patting Tang Yin on the shoulder, hesitant whether he should pull her 

over for a hug. 

In his hesitance, Tang Yin leaned into Lin Yis embrace herself, and continued sobbing 



Ah Lin Yi didnt stop her this time around. Holding Tang Yins shoulder in his hands, he waited for the girl 

to finish crying her heart out in his arms Maybe she just wanted a shoulder to lean on, that might be all 

there is to it 

It was true that Tang Yin wasnt thinking about anything else at all- she just wanted to feel safer in Lin Yis 

embrace. 

Ill drive you home? Lin Yi said after Tang Yin had calmed down a bit. 

Tang Yins eyes widened as she pulled herself out of Lin Yis arms all of a sudden, shyly turning her head 

away before giving a soft yeah in response. 

With a smile, Lin Yi started the car and headed to the slums. 

The hearts of these two youths had gotten closer to each other that night… 

Chapter 234 – Mrs. Tang’s Misunderstanding 

Lin Yi parked the car in his usual spot in the slums. 

Well Im going, then? Tang Yin still couldnt look Lin Yi in the eyes- she was still feeling pretty shameful 

over her crazed actions from earlier. 

Ill walk you back. Lin Yi said as he got off the car with Tang Yin. 

He looked at the tattered clothes Tang Yin was wearing, and took off his own uniform for Tang Yin. Here, 

wear mine? 

Tang Yin hesitated before accepting the offer. It hadnt been that bad in the car, but there was no telling 

what the people in the slums would think if they saw her like this. 

She took off her ruined shirt, handed it to Lin Yi, and quickly put on the uniform Lin Yi was handing to 

her. 

That instant revealed the tight camisole Tang Yin was wearing, and Lin Yi gulped a bit. The eighteen year 

old girl had a perfectly developed body already! He didnt expect a beauty as stunning as her to have 

come from a place like the slums. 

In comparison to Mengyaos thinner body and Yushus overly luscious one, Tang Yins figure had the best 

balance and proportions. Lin Yi wondered how she got herself a body like that. 

Tang Yin slipped into Lin Yis clothes- boys and girls had different uniforms, but it wasnt too obvious at 

night. Itd just look a bit loose, but that was it. Having finished changing, she turned back to Lin Yi to see 

him half naked from the upper half. Uh 

Its summer soon, dont worry about it. Lin Yi said with a smile. 

Then you can wear mine..? Tang Yin was both touched and embarrassed. 

Yours? Lin Yi blinked. He didnt know if hed be able to fit in, but he did know that getting in direct contact 

with the scent of a young girl would get to him. 



Then just drape it over your shoulders. Dont catch a cold. Tang Yin suggested, realizing that her clothes 

might not fit on Lin Yi. Although, there were plenty of half naked men in the slums during summer, and 

Tang Yin had gotten used to it already. 

But it was still spring- the air was getting warmer, but this wasnt a time for people to be going around 

half naked like that. 

Lin Yi threw on Tang Yins shirt a little enthusiastically as the scent hit him. For some reason, his hand 

went over and grabbed onto Tang Yins in the heat of the moment 

Ah.. Tang Yin tensed up instantly as Lin Yi held her hand- she wanted to pull away, but felt like itd be a 

bit of a pity Her palm started sweating a little as her breathing grew ragged. 

It was the first time shed held hands with a boy It was technically the second time, since Lin Yi had done 

so already that time he pulled her into his car, but she didnt really think about it at all then, with Li Erlan 

there and everything 

Yet now her heart was beating fast- it was like shed gotten surged with electricity. 

Was this what first love felt like? Amidst the confusion, Tang Yins mind went blank as Lin Yi walked along 

with her. 

Their shoulders were touching, and neither of them said anything as they walked, as if they were a 

couple going home together 

Shed almost reached her house when Tang Yin snapped awake, pulling her hand out of Lin Yis as she 

raised her head. W-Were here, uh You should probably get going 

Its just a couple steps- Ive walked you all this way already. Lin Yi smiled as he continued walking forward. 

Oh Just a couple steps? What if her mother saw them, shed definitely misunderstand! 

But would that even be a misunderstanding anymore..? 

As they neared the place, Tang Yin noticed the lights in her house all lit up- even the porch was lit. 

Theyve always been a thrifty family, so why were the porch lights on for no reason? 

She walked closer and spotted her mother, looking around all worried. Mom- 

The words had just slipped out, and Tang Yin regretted it immediately. Lin Yi was still standing beside 

her! They werent holding hands anymore, but they were still walking together, this late at night Shed 

planned on getting Lin Yi to leave after they get to the front door so her mom wouldnt see, but. 

Yin, youre back!! Mrs. Tang exclaimed, overjoyed upon seeing Tang Yin. Youre finally back! I was so 

worried 

Ah? Mom, what Tang Yin didnt understand the excitement coming from her mother. 

You didnt go to the hospital, you didnt come home I asked Liu Xinwen and she said she didnt know 

where you are, so I went and called the police, but they said you havent been missing long enough for 

me to make a report I could only wait here for you! But now youre back! Mrs. Tang explained, suddenly 

noticing Lin Yi who was standing beside Tang Yin. She paused, a little awkward. Ah, youve been out 



playing with Lin Yi Everythings okay now, its okay now. But do remember to give mom a call next time 

you go out Ive been really worried 

Mom I wasnt We werent playing Tang Yin started explaining subconsciously. 

Lin Yi sighed- it was too late to stop her now. Hed wanted Tang Yin to go along with her mothers 

assumptions at first, since the truth would probably choke her with shock, but that wasnt possible 

anymore 

Okay, okay, you were studying with him then Mrs. Tang seemed to be very delighted at her daughter 

being with Lin Yi. 

Mom, I Tang Yin didnt know what to say- what was with her mom 

Eh? Yin, your clothes? Mrs. Tang noticed the boys uniform Tang Yin was wearing- it definitely wasnt a 

girls, shed seen her daughter wear hers to school every day! It was also one size bigger than her 

daughters uniform! 

Whose uniform was Tang Yin wearing? She turned to look at the tattered shirt Lin Yi had over her 

shoulders Wasnt that her daughters shirt? 

Mrs. Tangs eyes widened in shock. Yin, you and Lin Yi You 

Her daughter was wearing Lin Yis clothes, and Lin Yi was wearing her daughters Could they have? Mrs. 

Tang was starting to panic as she thought of what this entailed. 

She wanted Tang Yin to get into a relationship with Lin Yi, but that didnt mean shed agree to that kind of 

relationship so prematurely After all, she hadnt forgotten what had happened to Fen 

Mom, calm down, its not like that Tang Yin knew instantly what her mother was thinking about with one 

look at her face. She turned to glare at Lin Yi. Arent you leaving yet? 

Ah, Im going then. Bye aunty. It might be hard for Tang Yin to approach certain topics with her mom 

with Lin Yi just standing here He started walking away. 

Chapter 235 – Tang Yin’s Prank 

But Mrs. Tang had wanted to ask how Lin Yi was going to take responsibility, but her daughter had sent 

him home already. She sighed, helpless. Alright then Come visit when you have time 

Lin Yi really had to get going- Tang Yin was complicating things, and it was only a matter of time before 

things got out of hand. 

He got in Heibaos old van, and started driving back to Mengyaos villa. 

The van wasnt in good shape, but it had a low profile in comparison to Yushus yellow Beetle. Hed 

decided to keep it for his own use already after going to Song Lingshan to get a licence plate for him. 

He wanted to go to Huaiijun, but it was a simple matter- hed helped that girl out so many times, after 

all. Itd only make sense to go to her for something small like this. If she were to deny him this simple 

demand, though, hed probably ignore her if she asked for help next time. 



Tang Yin waited until Lin Yi had disappeared before fidgeting and grabbing her moms hand. Mom, 

whatre you doing 

What am I doing? Yin, this is a huge deal! What if he doesnt take responsibility? Mrs. Tang was starting 

to get worked up. What were you thinking? Havent you learned anything from what happened to Fen? 

Her mothers panicked face, for some reason, made Tang Yin want to prank her a little. Werent you the 

one who wanted me to get with Lin Yi? Whyre you blaming me now? 

I Mrs. Tang went silent- it was true that shed been encouraging her to get with Lin Yi It didnt make sense 

for her to start blaming her daughter after itd actually happened. 

At that thought, Mrs. Tangs eyes started looking a bit distant. She had thought that itd be good for her 

daughter since Lin Yi was from a well-off family, but now look at what her daughter had went and done 

One look at that face and Tang Yin wasnt in the mood to prank her mom any longer. Alright, mom, it 

wasnt like that. 

Ah? Mrs. Tang blinked. Didnt you two 

No, we didnt do anything. I actually got kidnapped by a bad guy today, and Lin Yi saved me Without 

hiding anything, Tang Yin explained everything that had happened, even the part where she got 

drugged. Her head started lowering in embarrassment at the part where she tore her clothes open 

Yin Mrs. Tang had both rage and shock churning inside her as she heard of what had almost taken place 

between her and Zou Ruoming. She leaned forward and brought Tang Yin into an embrace. Its all moms 

fault Im so useless, I cant even protect you 

Mom, dont be like that Youve given me enough Tang Yin was no spoiled child- she knew what her 

mother had done for her. 

Children from poor families usually matured faster. 

That Zou Ruoming, hes such a bastard!!! Thank god Lin Yi was there! Mrs. Tang sighed, trembling a little 

as she imagined what mightve happened. But, what you said Didnt Lin Yi do anything to you in the van? 

Nothing Tang Yin nodded. It was actually why shed changed what she thought about Lin Yi- she didnt 

discriminate against him anymore. He had a completely different nature from people like Zhong Pinliang 

and Zou Ruoming. 

Then Ive really misunderstood you two! Yet Mrs. Tang was still a little doubtful. What cause was there 

for Lin Yi to reject a girl throwing herself on him? What did that mean?? 

Does Lin Yi not like you? Mrs. Tang said, suddenly realizing another possibility- Lin Yi might not have 

liked her daughter at all! Shed just been assuming things on her own! 

 

Ah? Tang Yin paused. Mom, why are you asking that? 



Why would he have rejected you if he liked you? Mom was your age once, I understand how young 

people think. Being able to reject you, in a situation like that This is the only possibility! Mrs. Tang 

analyzed. 

Come on, mom Stop asking so many questions Tang Yin said, a little embarrassed as she shook her 

moms arm. 

How can I not? I need to understand your thinking here! Mrs. Tang was starting to worry again- would 

her daughter have to suffer the same life shed had if Lin Yi didnt have feelings for her? 

He said Id have to say yes to him first and become his girlfriend before he Tang Yins voice started trailing 

off in embarrassment before she moved past her mom and ran into the house 

Oh? Mrs. Tang shook her head happily, relieved. This Lin Yi Hes a really good kid. Hope hell treat Yin nice 

With that, Mrs. Tang started smiling again. 

Song Lingshan was with a couple of police officers at Songshans First Peoples Hospital, right outside of 

an hospital room. 

Lingshans brows were locked as she looked at her colleagues. You guys have any ideas? 

Heibao was awake, but his lips were sealed- he looked like he was ready to die before hed tell them 

about how hed powered himself up. 

Yet that information wasnt related to the case- Lingshan couldnt just force the guy into talking. She was 

just curious. 

Capn, maybe we should just let it go- hes lost that power, and we cant really do anything if he doesnt 

wanna speak. Its got nothing to do with the case at all, so we can just go back and wrap the case up! 

One of her men suggested. 

Lingshan was in the middle of thinking when one of the officers watching Heibao ran out the hospital 

room. Captain! He talked 

Talked? So howd he do it? Lingshan asked. 

He said hed used an elixir pellet earlier in his life, and he could push his abilities to the peak whenever 

he wanted, except that it wouldnt last too long before he returned to normal The officer explained. He 

was trying to sleep when I kept nagging him, so he just told me 

Ah? Lingshan couldnt believe how useless that sentence was- an explanation like that had no value. 

Yet Heibao hadnt lied. 

Lingshan, on the other hand, decided to believe Heibao- there was no other way, since the guy had 

gotten completely messed up by Lin Yi. How else would Lin Yi have taken him down if Heibao hadnt 

returned back to his weaker state? 

Alright, well get him to prison after he heals up. Lingshan said with a wave of her hand- shed been pretty 

busy with this Heibao business the last couple days It was finally over. 



Chapter 236 – I’m Looking For Grand Thief Lin 

Lin Yi parked the van next to Yushus Beetle. The Beetle was more appropriate for driving Mengyao or 

Yushu, but the van was quite useful as well. 

Lin Yi had wanted to get changed as soon as possible after stepping past the door, but both Mengyao 

and Yushu were right there in the living room watching TV, surprised upon seeing Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi, whatre you doing? Are you trying to look gangster..? Mengyao asked, wondering what was up 

with Lin Yis shirt. Werent you having dinner with Zhong Pinliang, what happened to you? 

Lets not talk about it- Im gonna go change first. Lin Yi said as he made his way to his room with quick 

steps. That guy tried to ambush me- he sent someone to teach me a lesson 

Lin Yi didnt want to explain the incident with Tang Yin too much, but what he said was the truth. He 

could just pin the tattered shirt on that explanation. 

Yushu, on the other hand, squinted her eyes suspiciously as Lin Yi walked into his room. Mengyao just 

turned back to the TV. 

Lin Yi had wanted to throw Tang Yins uniform away when he stopped himself, deciding to put it in his 

wardrobe after some hesitation- It was still Tang Yins shirt, after all. He wasnt a boy with unique pervert 

fetishes or anything, and it wasnt like he wanted to collect worn pretty girls clothes, but he did feel like 

there was some value to the shirt if he and Tang Yin really did start picking things up because of what 

had happened today. 

He took a shower before putting on a fresh set of clothes and walking out the room. 

Shield Bro, quick, tell me- what have you been up to today! Yushu was as curious as ever. 

Nothing much. Zhong Pinliangs always hated me, but never had the chance to do anything, so when he 

came into contact with Heibao after he escaped they plotted to beat me up. Lin Yi said simply. 

Heibao? Mengyao blinked. Lin Yi, did you say Zhong Pinliang got Heibao to beat you up? 

Yeah, why? Mengyao was being a bit odd. 

I heard from my dad that Heibao got powerful all of a sudden, even hospitalizing a special ops officer.. 

Mengyao said. You You okay? 

Yet instant regret came after finishing her question- Lin Yi was obviously fine, and there was no reason 

for her to ask that. 

Ah.. Im fine. Heibao lost that power up when he met me, got weak again. Lin Yi smiled. I sent him back 

to the police already. 

Ah? Mengyao blinked in disbelief- didnt that seem too convenient? It was like an online game or 

something. 

Yushu, on the other hand, wasnt about to let Lin Yi go just yet. Shield Bro, tell me how you tortured 

Heibao this time. 



Tortured? Lin Yi looked at Yushu- the girl was clearly excited. Did she have that kind of fetish..? 

Lin Yi, naturally, couldnt tell her the actual details, but everyone knew how to bullshit. He started 

describing a fight scene to entertain Yushu. 

Alright Shu, we should probably get to bed. Stop listening to violent stuff like that all the time! Its bad 

for your growing soul! Mengyao wasnt very interested in the stuff Lin Yi was talking about at all- where 

was Yushus interest coming from, anyway? Heibao had absolutely nothing to do with her. 

But Yao Yao, I want to! Its like having a storybook read to you. Yushu said. 

Well, Im gonna go up- you can stay here if you wanna listen so much! Mengyao said. Youre not gonna be 

pretty if you lose sleep. 

With that, Mengyao started walking up the stairs. 

Yushu stuck her tongue out at her before turning back to Lin Yi. Tell me the story some other time then, 

Shield Bro! 

Come on, I wont have the time! Lin Yi said, shaking his head, not quite willing to be telling Yushu any 

stories. 

That shirt you were wearing Its not yours, is it heh. heh heh. With that, Yushu turned away and ran up 

after Mengyao. Wait for me, Yao Yao! 

Lin Yi froze, a bitter smile forming on his lips as Yushu went upstairs. Hed thought that the whole tissues 

thing had blown over already- there was also that time where she got caught using the tissues threat in 

school, and she shouldnt be using that codeword anymore 

But out of nowhere came the uniform shirt! This girl sure was observant 

Lin Yi shook his head as he walked back to his room. 

A piercing cry of agony pierced the night sky somewhere in the northern district 

Lin Yi had thrown Pinliang up there to have Ruoming think he was Tang Yin, maybe give him a kiss or 

two, thinking itd be pretty funny 

But things hadnt quite turned out like what Lin Yi had envisioned, and it wasnt looking very good for 

Zhong Pinliang. 

The pills hadnt taken effect for Ruoming, and he kept panicking, resulting in two more pills popped into 

his mouth 

Yet still nothing happened! In a fit of rage, Ruoming pinned the blame on Tang Yin! 

From what he could see, Tang Yin was Lin Yis girl, and that gave him a feeling of using a second-hand 

product That was why he couldnt get it up! He pulled his belt out, thinking of teaching this Tang Yin a 

lesson He whipped it at her when Tang Yins scream sounded like Zhong Pinliangs 

Lin Yi woke up to the sound of his phone ringing. He thought it was Xiaobo before seeing the unknown 

number. 



Hello? 

…… It was a minute of silence before someone spoke. Are you the Grand Thief? 

Wh-Wha-?! Lin Yis eyes widened. Grand Thief? Youve got the wrong number! 

With that, he hung the phone up. 

Sun Jingyi blinked at her phone curiously. It shouldnt be the wrong number..? 

Was his identity supposed to be a secret, perhaps? Did he decline her call because it was a secret 

identity? 

It seemed to be the only explanation. Yet Jingyi really didnt have anyone better to help her- she dialed 

Lin Yis number up once more. 

Lin Yi saw the same number, and wasnt planning on answering when the ringing got to him. With a 

groan, he picked the phone up. Hello? Didnt I say youve got the wrong number? Give it a rest! 

This had to be his voice! Jingyi was sure shed gotten the right guy- this was Lin Yi! Is this Grand Thief Lin? 

Im looking for Grand Thief Lin 

Chapter 237 – Half of Their Demands 

No!! Lin Yi wanted to start yelling- what the hell was the matter with this person, calling for some thief 

this early in the morning? Hm? Grand Thief Lin? Wasnt his surname Lin..? 

Who are you looking for, exactly? Lin Yi asked. 

Im looking for Mister Lin Yi, the Grand Thief Jingyi didnt understand why Lin Yi was being so stubborn. 

You are..? Lin Yi sweated- this phone call really was for him.. But when did he become a Grand Thief..? 

Im Sun Jingyi, dont you remember? From the Solid Cloud Bar Jingyi said quickly, scared that Lin Yi might 

hang up on her again. 

Oh, its you Lin Yi said as he recalled Sun Jingyis familiar figure. So what do you need? 

I wanted to hire you for your services Jingyi said carefully. 

Hire me? Youre not asking me to pretend Im your boyfriend again, are you? Lin Yi said after a pause. 

This Sun Jingyi was pretty interesting, using words like hire and services like that. She wasnt too bright, 

was she, believing him just because he told her he was some Grand Thief? 

Its not that I have something else I need your help with. Jingyi said. I wanted you to help steal a 

document from a company. 

You want me to steal for you? Lin Yi couldnt believe it- this girl really did think he was a thief! 

Yes. Lin Yi, cant you help? Im willing to compensate you handsomely! Jingyi said. 

Oh? Lin Yi was about to reject her when the girl said she was paying. What kind of document? How 

much are you paying? 



As it was, Lin Yi was lacking money. Chu Pengzhan did give him a credit card, but it felt like he was eating 

soft rice… (remember what I told you?) There were also times where itd be rather troublesome to move 

that money around. 

Like paying for Fens medical fees, for example- using Lin Yis own money was fine, but using the credit 

card Itd be pretty troublesome to explain things should Uncle Fu ask him about them. Itd be better for 

him to have his own cash. 

There was that business plan he had been thinking about, too- he needed funds to get everything 

started, after all- it was the only thing left, since he had the recipes and Guan Xuemins name ready 

Building factories and starting a company took more than just a bit of money. 

Ones about an employee in my company. Its footage of him handling rebates for another company. 

Jingyi said. As you know, my company specializes in trading- rebates arent a secret in the industry, but 

the competitor has footage that its planning to release to the media 

Oh.. And? Lin Yi was catching on pretty nicely- it wasnt anything too complicated, after all. 

Itll be a pretty big blow to our companys reputation, plus punishments Jingyi explained. 

Then theyve gotta have made some sort of demands, right? You not complying to their terms, and going 

out of your way to have me steal stuff from them That doesnt make too much sense. Lin Yi said, leaving 

the last part out. You didnt think the price for my services would be lower than their terms, did you? 

After all, hiring Master Lin Yi for his services was very costly- Sun Jingyi didnt think itd be a thousand kuai 

like last time, did she? 

Their demands Jingyi bit her lip- shed made contact with the opposing party before, but their chairman 

had spoken: hed let the whole thing blow over if Jingyi spent a night with him, and hed even give her the 

footage But there was simply no way shed agree to that. 

Here, how bout this- Ill ask for half of what their demands are. Im a very reasonable man, its a pretty 

good price! Lin Yi said. Alright, I still have stuff to do- call me after youve decided! 

With that, Lin Yi hung the phone up in the middle of Jingyis hesitation. Theyd only met once, did the girl 

think hed just do her favors? His services required payment..! 

Zhong Pinliang limped into class, his eyes bloodshot with rage as he looked in Lin Yis direction. 

Yet he dared not reveal his rage to Lin Yi, for the guy had sent Heibao back into prison!! Hed even 

disabled him! 

Hed learned of this yesterday- after all, it was only natural for a man like Zhong Fabai to have 

connections in the police. 

He didnt know how Lin Yi had managed it, but he did know what kind of a monster Heibao had become 

after his power up into the golden class end phase Him losing to Lin Yi again was only a concrete 

testament to Lin Yis more terrifying monstrosity. Just how powerful was that fucker? 

He would never forget- hed never just let his humiliation from yesterday slide!! Lin Yi It was Lin Yi who 

did everything!!! 



LIN YI Pinliang gritted his teeth and made fists with his hands as he swore to have his revenge as soon as 

he got the chance. 

Boss, really sorry for yesterday I couldnt look after sis-in-law Tang Yin Xiaobo said guiltily. 

I dont blame you- there was probably something up with the cab you got in! Lin Yi said. Ah, right- you 

okay? Did anything happen to you? 

Im fine, they werent after me I think. Xiaobo said. By the way, boss, what happened after you had 

dinner with Zhong Pinliang? Whys he limping today? Hemorrhoids or something? 

Pfft- Lin Yis eyes widened in surprise- could Zou Ruoming really have thought Pinliang was Tang Yin? 

Was he that blind, to have forced himself on a man..? Lin Yi started making conjectures. 

Who knows? He sent Heibao after me again, but I got him back to the police. Lin Yi explained as he told 

Xiaobo of what had happened, making sure to be as undetailed as possible when he got to Tang Yins 

part. 

Xiaobo noticed that Lin Yi didnt really want to talk about it, and stopped himself from asking. The 

important thing was that Tang Yin was safe. 

Right, boss What do you think about me and Fen You think were good for each other..? It was a question 

Xiaobo had been thinking about the last couple days- itd been quite troubling. 

If it were love at first sight, then it could also be said that Xiaobo had fallen in love with Fens looks She 

wasnt as pretty as Tang Yin, but was heavenly to Xiaobo all the same. 

After knowing about her situation, Xiaobo started feeling compassionate towards the girl, pitying the 

tragedy shed been through! It was especially so when he looked into Fens helpless and fragile eyes It 

gave Xiaobo an urge to protect her! 

It was why Xiaobo had been so passionate the last couple days- he was eighteen, and it was an age of 

youth and love! Yet Xiaobo couldnt help but consider the things that would take place after his initial 

impulsiveness 

Even if Fens leg could be healed, would he be able to provide the costly medical bills? Would he 

continue to love and protect Fen as he did now? 

Chapter 238 – Meeting With Lin Yi 

Xiaobo wanted to figure things out, clear his head- was he really in love with Fen, or was it just a one-

time impulse? He decided to consult Lin Yi. 

Its pretty early to be thinking about that. Lin Yi naturally understood his concerns. He gave his shoulder 

a pat. Its not about whether the two of you would go well together- its about whether if shed even 

accept you in the first place! 

!! Xiaobo realized that instant that Fen might not even want to go out with him! 



You can try spending time with her, see how that works out over time- You should be able to figure 

things out by then if your feelings are real! Lin Yi said. But, whatever you decide to do Remember whats 

most important: you cant hurt Fen. Youll be fine, but she cant go through all this again 

Dont worry, boss! I understand! Ill only speak to her about this after Ive confirmed my feelings! Xiaobo 

said, feeling much better after his talk with Lin Yi. 

Tang Yin, on the other hand, hadnt had a good nights sleep yesterday Her mom kept pulling her out of 

bed to chat, and it was always about Lin Yi 

She wasnt really in the mood for bed anymore by the time her mother had fallen asleep. Remembering 

that Lin Yis shirt was still with her, she decided to help him wash it first. 

Yet a question arose when she reached school the next day: how was she supposed to get the shirt back 

to Lin Yi? Should she just take it to his class? Would people misunderstand if she did that? 

With Lin Yis shirt in her hands, Tang Yin kept getting out and back in her seat when first class ended, 

wondering if she should bring it to Lin Yi. Couldnt she be more decisive at a time like this? 

What was the big deal, anyway- she was just returning a shirt! 

 

She recalled that time where she went to Lin Yi for a recipe It spread throughout the entire school like 

wildfire! Her bringing a shirt to Lin Yi would only result in an even bigger mess, and people might even 

assume shed slept with him! 

 

Tang Yin shrunk back into her seat at that thought. She remembered her best friend Liu Xinwen 

suddenly- she could get her to ask Lin Yi to meet up at the field for her! 

 

She put the shirt down and started walking to Xinwens class. 

The second class ended, and Xinwen started walking to Lin Yis classroom- she was down in spirits. This 

Tang Yin really had fallen! Using her to ask Lin Yi out? How could she keep denying her relationship with 

him when things were getting this serious? 

She didnt have time to ask Tang Yin why she needed to meet Lin Yi- the ten minute breaks werent 

enough for that at all! Without much of a choice, Xinwen accepted the request, thinking that shed 

interrogate Tang Yin during lunch or study hall later. 

Hey? Im looking for Lin Yi! Xinwens personality didnt let her care what people thought of her- she went 

up to a class five student right away. 

Oh, wait a sec! The student didnt think much of it- he just walked inside to get Lin Yi out. 

A moment later, a curious Lin Yi walked out to see Liu Xinwen waiting for him outside. What do you 

need? 

Lin Yi, whats your relationship with Tang Yin? Xinwen decided to interrogate Lin Yi instead, since the girl 

wasnt talking. 



Me and Tang Yin? Ah, well Lin Yi found Xinwens expression to be quite amusing. Nothing special. 

Nothing you cant see. 

So are you going out with her? Xinwen asked directly- she was one who spoke her mind. 

Not yet. Lin Yi said candidly. Whatre you here for? Just to ask me that? You dont seem that gossipy to 

me- why dont you go ask Xiaobo if hes going out with Fen instead, if youre in the mood? 

Im just asking! Xinwen curled her lips, sighing. From what she could see, Lin Yi didnt seem like the type 

whod lie, especially when it concerned little things like this. 

Then is that it? Im going back then! Lin Yi rolled his eyes as he prepared to leave. What was this girls 

deal, coming all the way here to ask something like that? Even Tang Yins mom wasnt this gossipy. 

Wait, Tang Yin wants you to wait for her under the tree to the left of the field after fourth period! 

Without waiting for an answer, Xinwen turned and walked away. 

Tree at the field? Lin Yi scratched at his nose- did this count as Tang Yin asking him out? It had to be the 

first time. 

He walked back to his seat to see a very anxious Xiaobo looking at him. Boss, I saw Liu Xinwen- what did 

she want to talk to you about? 

Dont worry, Fens fine. Its about me. Lin Yi said, reassuring the guys worries. 

Xiaobo nodded, not asking anymore questions after hearing that it wasnt about Fen. 

Lin Yi spotted Zou Ruoming during exercise break- the guy was under a basketball pole with a sour face. 

He was in the thirteenth grade, and the school didnt require them to join the exercise breaks. 

Thirteenth grade was basically a bonus grade meant for preparing students for the final exams, the 

gaokao- some schools implemented this for the sake of profits, and the students who could take the 

grade werent just the schools students who failed the gaokao, either There were people already in 

society coming back to school for thirteenth grade, and also students from other schools as well. As long 

as one paid up, theyd be able to take thirteenth grade for as long as they wanted. 

Lin Yi looked at Ruoming faintly- he had a death mark on the guy already. Lin Yi usually never let anyone 

whod hurt the people around him go. 

Some distance away was Tang Yins class, and Lin Yi started waving at her upon sighting the girl, who only 

responded with a glare before turning her head away shyly. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, on the other hand, were the main focus of many of the boys during 

exercise break. The two girls had long since gotten used to getting looked at already. 

Zhong Pinliang was still in the classroom as he watched Mengyao, his eyes slowly trailing off to where 

Lin Yi was Ever since this fucker arrived, nothing went his way!! This man could not be allowed to exist in 

his life!! 

 

He was raging when his phone started vibrating- it was his father Zhong Fabai. 



Dad? Pinliang wondered what his dad mightve called him for- this usually never happened when he was 

in school. 

Pinliang. Heibaos in police custody, and contacted me through the lawyer- he said he wanted to meet 

you Fabai didnt know why Heibao wanted to see his son, but this wasnt a request he could just reject 

without thinking about it. After all, the guy was voluntarily acting as scapegoat- he didnt want to 

displease him if possible. 

Chapter 239 – Girl Under The Tree Shade 

Zhong Fabai had called to see if his son himself actually wanted to meet Heibao. 

Heibao Bros looking for me? Pinliang paused before answering with no hesitation. Ill see him! 

Not only was Lin Yi still breathing hed sent Heibao Bro back into prison again!! This only intensified his 

hatred towards Lin Yi, and he wanted to find out exactly how good Lin Yi was to be able to fuck someone 

as strong as Heibao Bro up again. 

Alright then, Ill come get you during lunch break. Dont tell anyone else about this. Fabai said, relieved. 

Hed been worried that his son wouldnt think of the consequences, rejecting Heibaos request- itd 

displease Heibao, after all. Although, he was a bit surprised at Pinliangs enthusiasm. 

Got it, dad! Pinliang hung the phone up before putting a hand to his wound. He grit his teeth as he 

remembered what had happened yesterday. 

He was unconscious when a belt whip came at him all of a sudden! Hed never went through a beating 

like that before in his whole life, and he was in a fit of rage and shock when Ruoming explained the 

situation to him. He had Lin Yi to thank!! 

Ruoming mistaking him for Tang Yin troubled him, but he couldnt help but be a bit relieved that the guy 

had just beaten him instead of going on him and calling him Tang Yin… That wouldve been absolutely 

disgusting. 

His hatred for Lin Yi couldnt be contained any longer! 

Lin Yi got up from his seat when fourth period ended, preparing to go to the meeting point when Xiaobo 

stopped him. Boss, you going to the toilet? 

Im not Lin Yi said, speechless. 

Then can you go to the toilet with me..? Xiaobo asked. 

I have a date You go yourself. Lin Yi said with a pat on Xiaobos shoulder- why was this guy latching onto 

him today? Couldnt he just go to the washroom alone? 

Ah Okay then. Xiaobo said, a little embarrassed. During break then- theres something I need to talk to 

you about. 

Sure, break then. With that, Lin Yi ran out the classroom. Xiaobo had taken up a bit of his time, and he 

wondered if Tang Yin was waiting for him already. 



The sun shone on the field, and there werent many people around other than a couple of students 

playing basketball. 

Ruoming was going for a slam dunk when he spotted Lin Yi walking out the building- he slipped and 

landed his ass on the floor, the basketball rolling away from him. 

He had a trauma towards Lin Yi at this point- the guy wasnt human! He didnt have evidence to prove 

that what happened yesterday was Lin Yis doing, but there wasnt any need for evidence in the first 

place! Pinliangs Heibao Bro disappeared out of nowhere, and Pinlaing had replaced Tang Yin, 

unconscious on the floor Who else could it be, if not Lin Yi? Superman? Ultraman? 

Ruoming wasnt expecting Lin Yi to be this insanely strong- seeing Lin Yi reminded him of what hed 

planned to do to Tang Yin yesterday, and he slipped as a result, assuming that the guy was coming for 

him. 

Lin Yi only looked coldly at Zou Ruoming- to him, the guy was no different from an ant. Removing him 

from this world would only take minutes, but it wasnt something he should be doing yet. 

He wasnt too familiar with Songshan yet, and hed rather not get involved into too much stuff and cause 

too much trouble. There was also his newfound love for school life He was sick enough as it was at his 

days of fighting and bloodshed! 

After all, Lin Yi was an eighteen year old youth- being immersed in an environment made for eighteen 

year olds, he couldnt help but gradually lose that seasoned, old, veteran part of him 

He moved over to the small forest near the field- a fine beauty stood there under the shade of the trees, 

her hair and skirt flowing in the wind She looked like she was a female lead in a manga or something. 

Seeing Lin Yi coming put a slight curve in her lips She lowered her head shyly. 

Hey, Tang Yin. Sorry Im late, Kang Xiaobo kept bugging me. 

I just got here too Tang Yin said. She took in a big breath before handing the shirt over to Lin Yi. Here, 

your shirt I washed it yesterday 

Ah Lin Yi hadnt expected Tang Yin to call her over to give him his shirt back. Whyd you wash it, it wasnt 

even dirty after you wore it- there was your smell on it 

Stop that Tang Yin raised her fist shyly, as if to hit Lin Yi. Youre always like this Well, Im going then 

Lets walk together- I need to get going too. Lin Yi said, pointing at the school building- it was only natural 

for them to walk back together. 

Tang Yin hesitated, but didnt say anything in response before she started walking with Lin Yi by her side. 

There werent a lot of people on the field, but theyve all heard the rumors of Lin Yin… They had their 

doubts, but one look at them walking together solidified the relationship as a fact. 

Yet they made sure to stay silent, all aware of the kind of existence Lin Yi was He was a man who beat 

Zou Ruoming and Zhong Pinliang up, still walking strong as one of the four tyrants of the school No one 

dared point fingers in front of a presence that monstrous. 



They were walking past the basketball court when Lin Yi saw Wang Zhifeng scolding Ruoming and his 

lackeys, who looked like dogs as the dean lectured them. Youre all here to prepare for college- why even 

bother if all youre gonna do is smoke and play basketball all day? Get out of the school if you dont 

wanna study- theres plenty of people waiting to get in! 

Thirteenth grade was under direct control of Wang Zhifeng, and he had the authority to kick out any 

student he desired! These students werent even from their school in the first place, and Zhifeng didnt 

even need to report it to the heads of the school or even the Ministry of Education. 

Lin Yi stopped in his tracks, but Tang Yin wanted to get as far away from Zou Ruoming, as soon as 

possible When Lin Yi grabbed her hand out of nowhere. 

Ah!! Tang Yins cry attracted both Zhifeng and Ruomings attention. 

Tang Yin and Lin Yi were holding hands at the field, and yet he couldnt do anything about it even when 

he was just lecturing other students he was the dean!! 

He only nodded at Lin Yi with a smile, hoping hed pull Tang Yin away from here as soon as possible and 

go do whatever they wanted with each other, as long as he wasnt there to see it. 

Yet Lin Yi started doing the exact opposite- he was pulling Tang Yin in their direction! 

Chapter 240 – Public Slap 

Mr. Wang- you mind if I take up some of your time? Lin Yi said with as smile. 

Ah Not at all, not at all Zhifeng was quite troubled- it was all because he couldnt keep himself in check 

and let Lin Yi catch him doing it in the office He wouldnt have to go through all this otherwise! 

Lin Yi nodded, and brought the panicking and struggling Tang Yin over to Zou Ruoming- there was no 

way she could get herself out of Lin Yis grip! 

She couldnt believe what was happening- she was holding hands with a boy right in front of the dean, 

the last thing she wanted to happen!! She might even get expelled from the school at this point..! 

Although, the dean did look as if he didnt see anything, that smile still on his face as he looked at Lin Yi. 

To be honest, the fear Tang Yin had towards Zou Ruoming was the traumatic and constant type- she had 

no idea what the guy would decide to do to her on a whim all of a sudden 

Yet she never had the same kind of fear towards Lin Yi since the start- not in the past, and definitely not 

now or ever. 

A slap sounded as Lin Yi sent a hand across Ruomings face. 

Wang Zhifeng was taken aback, Zou Ruomings lackeys were stunned, and even Tang Yin stared at Lin Yi 

in disbelief. 

Did this guy just slap Zou Ruoming in front of the dean..? 

Genuine anger and terror reflected in Ruomings eyes after he recovered from the shock He was really 

starting to fear this Lin Yi now- he was more than just violent, he was a monster! 



Remember that slap, and remember this: Tang Yins my woman! You so much as touch her again and Ill 

wipe you off the school. Lin Yi threatened, actually meaning to say face of the earth instead of school. 

Tyrant. 

Monster. 

Insane. 

These were what the students present thought of Lin Yi. 

Slapping someone in front of the dean Who else could do something like that? Whod even dare..? 

Yet Lin Yi did exactly that, and the dean wasnt even saying anything!! 

The guy even announced that Tang Yin was his woman right in front of Wang Zhifeng..!!! This was an 

absolute first in the schools history!! 

Even that legendary head of the Big Four wasnt this tyrannical, was he..? 

Tang Yins face was a bright red, a little furious with a tint of happiness Lin Yi just called her his woman 

right in front of the dean 

Tang Yin never expected to have that tint of rebellious happiness towards something this insane Shed 

always been a goody-two-shoes in the school 

Alright, Mr. Wang, carry on. These guys are just looking for a beating, dont you think? Lin Yi turned to 

Wang Zhifeng as if it wasnt him who slapped Ruoming across the face. 

Haha. Zhifeng chuckled dryly before waving the delinquents away as Lin Yi went back into the school 

building with Tang Yin. 

Let go Tang Yin struggled after recovering from the shock. 

Lin Yi was afraid shed run earlier, after all. He let go of Tang Yins hand. 

Whyd you say I was your your woman? Tang Yins eyes were wide open as she looked at Lin Yi. What am 

I supposed to do now after all that? 

Ah, I just wanted you to see.. Zou Ruoming isnt scary at all. Lin Yi said, avoiding the question. I felt your 

fear towards him, so I wanted to let you know practically that I could beat him up any time I wanted, 

even if we were right in front of the dean. 

Ah Tang Yin blinked- she hadnt expected Lin Yi to have done that for her sake It touched her, and it was 

true that Ruoming didnt seem that scary anymore 

An asshole who Lin Yi had shoved off of his altar who could do nothing but stay silent after Lin Yi had 

slapped him across the face 

Tang Yin didnt approve of Lin Yis use of violence, but as the saying went: violence against violence. 

But you didnt have to say that in front of so many people Im still a girl, alright..? Im not as shameless as 

you!! Tang Yin said as she tried to hide her feelings. 



Ah Lin Yi didnt respond to that. Lets get going, class is starting.. 

Yeah Tang Yin just wanted to give a retort, but she didnt really feel like treating Lin Yi the way shed done 

before anymore She didnt even feel against it when Lin Yi had made the announcement. Ah, right Howd 

you get the poison out of me yesterday? 

Things had been pretty chaotic yesterday, and she never had the chance to ask. 

Ah, that. Its one of the medical massages Eastern doctors do, its like acupuncture. Lin Yi said, naturally 

leaving the Art of Dragon Mastery part out. She wouldnt understand all that anyway. 

Oh… I see. Then, Lin Yi, do you think youll be able to heal Fens condition? It was something Tang Yin had 

been thinking about- she didnt know where Lin Yi learned his medical skills, but the guy had proven 

himself to be quite effective. 

There was that time when Fens illness was acting up, and the way hed removed the poison from her 

yesterday. This meant that Lin Yi was good- he might be able to heal Fen. 

I should be, but I cant do that yet Lin Yi didnt have anything that could target the nervous system with 

him at the moment- they were back with Old Lin, who had used it to strengthen Lin Yis constitution. 

To cure Fens leg, he needed both that and acupuncture- just acupuncture alone wouldnt do much. 

Oh Tang Yin nodded disappointedly, assuming that Lin Yi was saying he wasnt capable of a medical feat 

like that yet. 

The school bell rang, and both Lin Yi and Tang Yin quickened their steps. Tang Yin increased her pace all 

of a sudden as they neared class nine, evidently trying to put some distance between Lin Yi and her. 

Lin Yi smiled, but didnt try to catch up to her- he waited until she got to her class before walking back to 

his own. 

Boss, you were so cool! Xiaobo gave Lin Yi a thumbs-up right after hed seated himself. 

Whatd you mean? Lin Yi paused, wondering if this guy had seen something. 

I was looking out the window from the corridor- you slapped Zou Ruoming right in front of the dean! 

Boss, youre amazing! Xiaobos admiration towards Lin Yi was growing once more. 

Did anyone else see me? Lin Yi frowned, not expecting Xiaobo to have seen him. 

Nope, just me. Xiaobo replied with a shake of his head. 

Good. Lin Yi let out a breath of relief- itd be fine as long as the Miss didnt see it Hed have more trouble 

to deal with otherwise when he went back home. By the way, what did you want to talk to me about? 

 


